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TOP NEWS CEU RESOURCES FOR INSTRUCTORS

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2018 Recertification

Top News 

CPS Month 2018 Was the Best Yet! 

This past May, we celebrated the 5th annual CPST Month as a way to both honor those who save lives as CPS 
technicians and to build our growing community with new techs. 
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Our social media blitz this year covered our channels far and wide with posts aimed at current techs and 
instructors to plan out classes and public posts to call parents and safety advocates to take up the helm of 
being a CPS tech.  

This year, our campaign resulted in over 1.8 million impressions and more than 127,000 social actions. 
Overall, we were able to offer 110 Certification Courses in 45 states and Singapore and added 1,444 new 
technicians to the community. 

Thanks to all the instructors who offered their time and expertise to the push. And special thanks to 
community members who helped to share and spread the CPST message. 

Looking forward to next year’s campaign, so start your plans today to offer/support a course for May 2019! 

Submitted by Runjit Chandra, Safe Kids Worldwide (Washington, D.C.)  

Plan now for the next CPST Month: May 2019! 

 

AAP Updates Child Passenger Transportation Policy 

On Aug. 30, 2018, the AAP published an update to its 2011 child passenger safety policy statement and 
technical report.  The most significant change is modified language around how long children should remain 
rear-facing. Instead of recommending rear facing to at least age 2, the updated policy statement recommends 
children remain rear facing until they reach the weight or height limit allowed by their seat. Most current car 
safety seats will accommodate children rear facing to age 2 or more. 

 Policy statement 

 Technical report 

Why the change?  

The recommendation in the 2011 policy statement was based in part on a 2007 study that found lower risks of 
injury among children ages 1 to 2 years who were rear facing. The data were supported by what we know 
about physics, crash dynamics, and children’s bodies and development, crash simulation data, and experience 
in Europe where children ride rear facing for longer periods. However, in 2017, questions arose about the 
2007 study, which was then retracted by the journal Injury Prevention. A re-analysis of the data found that 
while the trend was for rear facing to be superior to forward facing for children under 2 years, the injury 
numbers were too low to be statistically predictive of the general population at an acceptable level of 
certainty.  

While we can no longer say that rear facing is over 5 times safer for children in the second year of life, this re-
analysis of real world crash data does tell us that car safety seats are very effective at preventing injuries and 
death. Furthermore, we still know that all available evidence indicates that rear facing is safer for as long as 
you can do it. 

What does this mean for state legislation? 

The AAP still supports legislation in the states requiring children to ride rear facing to age 2, and it is 
reasonable for advocates to work toward such laws. While this does not precisely reflect the best practice 
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recommendation, it is important for laws to cite milestones that can be easily understood, communicated to 
families, and enforced by authorities. 

As always, technicians provide education to families about best practice, but parents make their own decisions 
about how their children will ride. Rear-facing-to-2 laws are a way to provide education to families who may 
not attend a check event or seek help from a CPS technician, and they help normalize the idea of keeping 
children rear facing when they are no longer babies. 

 

TALKING WITH PARENTS 

Does the rear-facing recommendation apply to every child? 

Yes, except in rare circumstances. It is possible that very large toddlers might reach the weight or height limit 
for their seat before age 2, in which case they should use a forward-facing seat with a harness. Parents should 
always follow the manufacturer’s instructions when deciding how their child will ride. 

Why is rear facing safer than forward facing? 

When a child rides rear facing, the head, neck, and spine are all supported by the hard shell of the car safety 
seat, allowing it to absorb crash forces with less risk of injury to vulnerable parts of the body. When children 
ride forward facing, their bodies are restrained by the harness straps, but their heads – which for toddlers are 
disproportionately large and heavy – are thrown forward, possibly resulting in spine and head injuries. 

Won’t children be uncomfortable riding rear facing for so long? Are they at risk for foot or 
leg injuries if their legs touch the vehicle seat? 

This is a very common concern, but one that is not supported by any evidence. There are no known harmful 
effects of riding rear facing longer, but the benefits of doing so have been observed for many years in Sweden 
and more recently in the United States. Children have many ways of making themselves comfortable when 
facing the rear and can ride safely that way as long as they have not reached the weight or height limit for rear 
facing in their seat. For many kids, this could be well past 2 years. 

KEY MESSAGES FOR PARENTS STAY THE SAME 

 Children should ride properly restrained on every trip. Motor vehicle 

crashes are the top cause of death for children older than 4 years, and the 

second leading cause for children 1-4 years. According to the CDC, 4 

children <15 years die in car crashes every day. Using the right car safety 

seat or booster seat lowers the risk of death or serious injury by more than 

70 percent. 

 Rear facing is the safest way to ride. Parents should keep children rear 

facing as long as they fit within the weight and height limits set by the 

manufacturer of their car safety seat. Nearly all convertible and 3-in-1 seats 
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have limits that will accommodate most children rear facing past the second 

birthday. 

 Parents often look forward to transitioning from one stage or milestone to 

the next. In car seats, this is one area where transitions are not “positive,” 

and where delaying transitions is best. Each transition – from rear facing 

to forward facing, from forward facing to booster seat, and from booster seat 

to seat belt alone – lowers the protection to the child. Check the instruction 

manual and the labels on the car safety seat to find the manufacturer’s 

weight and height limits. When your child is approaching one of those limits, 

it is time to think about transitioning to the next stage. 

Submitted by Bonnie Kozial, American Academy of Pediatrics (Itasca, Ill.) 

 

Crotch rolls and positioning inserts, can I add them to any seat? 

Once we have determined that the car seat is appropriate for the child and we have read the instructions, we 
may find that the child doesn’t fit in the seat properly. Even though many of the car seats today have built in 
positioning inserts that may be removed as the child grows, there are situations where an infant may benefit 
from additional positioning inserts. We may be allowed to use rolled towels or a receiving blanket on each 
side of the child for support after properly harnessing the child. Rolled towels or receiving blankets should 
never go over the child’s head because it could slide down under the child’s head forcing it down to the chest 
and pose a breathing risk. Towels, blankets and the like should never be between the child and the harness as 
it may produce slack in the harness and is unsafe. 

There are car seat manufacturers who do not allow crotch rolls (rolled towel or receiving blanket) to be used 
with padding provided or who state that crotch rolls are not necessary. Some manufacturers may allow us to 
use a crotch roll that would go between the crotch strap and the child, if needed. 

When allowed, the crotch roll should be added after properly harnessing the child. Many of manufacturers 
have designed car seats with three or four crotch strap positions that take up any space created where the child 
could slide down. Some manufacturers also allow you to use a shortened crotch buckle position to help with 
newborn harness fit. As always, be sure to take the time to help the parent adjust the crotch strap as well as the 
rest of the harness. We may find that will solve the concern.  

Not all manufacturers have the same guidance or allowances. They provide detailed text and illustrations that 
will assist a caregiver in determining the best fit possible for their child. If you don’t have the instructions, any 
doubts or questions about adding or taking away padding or inserts should be addressed by calling the 
manufacturer directly. The below illustration was cut off on the right side, make sure it is positioned properly 
before print. 
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Manufacturer FAQs are another resource that provide guidance and peace of mind to the caregiver that they 
are using the seat properly and their child is safe. 

“Evenflo has an FAQ specifically addressing harness fit and crotch rolls”, said Sarah Haverstick of Evenflo. 
“We explain why it might be needed and step-by-step how to use a small wash cloth to help fill in this gap 
with an Evenflo rear-facing car seat.” 

We need to keep in mind that the people that know that seat the best are the manufacturers. They should be 
the first contact when questions or concerns arise about their car seats. They are responsible for testing and 
evaluating fitment that would keep a child safe by following their instructions. Note that using a crotch roll 
must be explicitly allowed in the manual or by the manufacturer. If it doesn’t say you can, you can’t! 

“If techs or caregivers ever have questions about how a child fits in a car seat, contact the manufacturer. Not 
only will they get the most up to date information, it helps us improve our inserts and instructions,” said 
Courtney Barry of Chicco USA. “A list of manufacturers contact information is on the CPS Board website.”   

Examples of manufacturer FAQs about crotch rolls: 

 Britax 

 Evenflo 

 Graco   

“Be assured, the manufacturers take the safety of the families they serve very seriously, and the testing of 
their products are very detailed. Input from the field about curbside issues are all reviewed and when these 
issues arise, safety professionals test and retest to ensure these issues are addressed safely. While change may 
not come as fast as some would like, the manufacturers try to ensure their FAQs and customer service 
representatives are up to speed on the correct procedures and policies and the curbside issues that may or may 
not affect the seats use” said Bob Wall of Nuna. “While some seats allow crotch rolls or other products to 
address these issues, some do not and it’s because they know how to use their products best, they should be 
your first call for the correct information.” 

The manufacturers welcome feedback from caregivers and technicians that will make their seat the safest it 
can be. Feedback from customers and techs are shared with the engineering and design teams to develop 
products and features that keep children safe. Never assume adding or removing crotch rolls and padding are 
allowed until you have confirmed in the car seat manual, on the manufacturer website, or talked with the 
manufacturers customer service representative. 

Submitted by the Manufacturers Alliance for Child Passenger Safety (MACPS) and Kim 

Herrmann, Safe Kids Worldwide (Ft. Myers, Fla.) 
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Coming Soon! National Digital Car Seat Check Form 

Car seat check forms have joined the digital age! The National Safety Council (NSC) in partnership with 
Tennessee Tech iCube and with support from NHTSA and AAA Northern California, Nevada and Utah, have 
developed the National Digital Car Seat Check Form. The form is still in development, but some limited use 
has begun in the field and questions are starting to come in as technicians across the country hear about this 
new resource. More information will be shared in the next CPS Express, but in the meantime, here is what 
you can expect. 

This optional resource can be used one of three ways: 

 A web-based platform accessed through any device that has access to the 

internet. 

 A mobile app that can be used in the field without access to the internet or 

data service. Information uploads once back in range of internet or data 

service. This can be used for multiple car seat checks while out of service 

range and will be available for download in both the iTunes store and the 

Android marketplace. 

 A paper (PDF) check form can be printed for use at car seat checks and the 

data can be entered in to the digital system afterwards. This allows use 

when technicians are not able to use electronics at the event.  

By the end of 2018, all technicians will be able to access the system through www.cpsboard.org. There is no 
cost to use the system itself, but technicians are responsible for their own electronic devices and internet or 
data service plans. Instructional and supporting informational resources will be available at that time. This 
resource will serve to support technicians in tracking data and generating reports. 

Submitted by Amy Artuso, National Child Passenger Safety Board, National Safety Council 

(Itasca, Ill.) 

 

Safe Kids Worldwide Celebrates CPS Month in September 

Safe Kids will spend the month of September highlighting the need for parents to focus on the child passenger 
safety needs of their children from birth to age 10, in particular.  Recent analysis from 2016 FARS data has 
driven home the urgency for all advocates to take note of the recent uptick in fatalities of kids in this age 
group. After decades of watching child deaths decline, we see an alarming pattern as the numbers climb. We 
must remain diligent and encourage families to do the same. It’s a long haul, between 10 and 12 years, from 
birth to the time when kids benefit from car seats, to booster seats to properly-fitting seat belts alone. 
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 In 2016, 662 children ages 0-10 years died as passengers in motor vehicle 

crashes – that is nearly 2 per day. Both the highest number and rate (rate of 

1.49/100,000) in 2016 were the highest seen in almost 10 years. 

 From an overall trend perspective over the last 10 years, the rate in 2016 

represents a 19 percent decrease from the 2007 rate.  However, the fatality 

rate in this age group increased from an all-time low of 1.20/100,000 in 2014 

to 1.49/100,000 in 2016 - a 24 percent increase over the two years. 

 NHTSA estimates that of children under age 15 killed as motor vehicle 

passengers where restraint use is known, 38% were unrestrained, while of 

those in the same age group that survived a motor vehicle crash, only 13 

percent were unrestrained. 

During Child Passenger Safety Month, 241 coalitions who have joined the 2018-2019 Safe Kids Buckle Up 
program will host more than 500 child passenger safety checkup events and 900 inspection stations. Like so 
many CPS technicians, these dedicated advocates work 12 months a year serving families in their 
communities.  This year an emphasis is placed on working with underserved communities, assuring that all 
children have an opportunity to have a safe ride every time they are in a vehicle.  

Safe Kids will educate the public through social media, the Ultimate Car Seat Guide in English and Spanish 
and other communication tools. Materials let parents know that child passenger safety is a 10-12-year 
commitment and three or four car seats may be needed as children pass from one developmental stage to the 
next. Safe Kids has a variety of materials such as fact sheets, tip sheets and infographics on their website. 
Check it out today! 

Submitted by Lorrie Walker, Safe Kids Worldwide (Deerfield Beach, Fla.) 
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NHTSA’s 2018 Child Passenger Safety Week Materials are Available 

 Child Passenger Safety Week: September 23-29, 2018 

 National Seat Check Saturday: September 29, 2018 

Hot off the presses, NHTSA’s 2018 CPS Week materials are available on our Traffic Safety Marketing site. 
Created by NHTSA’s Office of Communications and Consumer Information, together with the Ad Council, a 
full creative suite of media tools are available in both English and Spanish. 

 

Materials available include: 

 Proclamation and Proclamation Letter 

 Fact Sheet and Additional Statistics 

 OpEd and Media Advisory 

 Press Release – Seat Check Event, Pre-Seat Check Event, and No Seat 

Check 

 Social Media Messaging  

o Join our NHTSA Twitter Chat on Wednesday, September 26, 2018, 

from 3-4 p.m. ET @NHTSAgov 

o Hashtag for the week: #therightseat 

 Social Media Graphics, Videos, and Infographics 

 Advertising Material – TV, radio, print, online banner ads, outdoor (billboards 

and bus shelters) 

 Public Service Announcements (PSAs) and Car Seat Installation Videos 

 2018 CPS Week Activities Guide and Toolkit 

 Educational handouts  

o Tether use, Harnessing, A Pregnant Woman’s Guide to Buckling Up 

 NHTSA Image Library – CPS images free of charge 
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Want to customize one of our radio or print PSAs with the tag of your local DOT or organization? Please 
email Elizabeth at elizabeth.nilsson@dot.gov for more information on this process. 

Submitted by Laura Dunn, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (Washington, DC) 

 

Tips for Techs on RVs to Share with Families 

When planning a family trip, parents may choose to rent an RV, thinking that transporting children in a 
recreational vehicle (RV) is as safe as transporting them in a passenger vehicle. This is not true. 

Recreational vehicles are not required to be crash tested or meet Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208 
(FMVSS) for vehicle seat belts in the back of the RV. While some RV manufacturers do some crash testing, 
they have neither published their results nor defined their testing criteria. During a collision, wooden dinette 
benches tend to break apart, causing passengers to be ejected or hit the bench as it breaks apart. While a car 
seat would provide additional support, it could also be ejected or fall into the failed seat bench. Cabinets can 
break apart; equipment and storage materials can become projectiles causing injury risk. 

There are safer alternatives for parents and caregivers when traveling with an RV with children. The first and 
safest alternative is to use a non-motorized RV, where the passengers are separate from the living quarters of 
the vehicle. Examples of non-motorized RVs include trailers, fifth-wheels or trucks with a slide-in camper. 
This allows passengers, including children, to be properly secured with seat belts that meet federal standards 
and in vehicles that meet crash testing requirements. While it is true that towing or carrying a camper on a 
truck has driving limitations such as challenges backing up or turning and have even more issues during high 
winds, all types of RVs (Class A, B, C and non-motorized towable RVs) are high profile vehicles, carry risks 
and need appropriate care while driving. 

A second alternative is to transport children properly restrained in a passenger vehicle. The passenger vehicle 
can follow the RV. The RV driver and passenger remain at risk of projectiles from the back of the RV during 
a crash. 

The third alternative is for those who own an RV or are considering purchasing one. Buyers can have custom 
seats and seat belts installed that meet FMVSS 208. Just like you can’t mix and match car seat parts between 
models or manufacturers, these must be ordered through the manufacturer of the RV. Even with these custom 
seat belts, passengers are still at risk of cabinets, kitchen equipment and storage supplies becoming 
projectiles.  

If a parent or caregiver chooses to transport their child in an RV, it is possible to have the child properly 
restrained in the front passenger seat. Of course, you would never use a rear-facing seat with an active airbag. 
If a forward-facing car seat is used, be sure it is as far away from the dash as possible, as with any passenger 
vehicle. If they choose to secure children in the back of the RV, the child restraint system must be secured in a 
forward-facing bench seat, never in rear or side-facing bench seating. Remember, car seats are crash tested on 
forward facing vehicle seats. 

For more details on traveling with children in recreational vehicles, we invite you to the recorded webinar 
with James DeCarli “Recreational Vehicles and Child Occupants” on the CPS Board website: You can earn a 
CPS CEU by passing the quiz. 

Additional resources 

 Recreations Vehicles (RVS) and Child Passengers (Pro Car Seat Safety) 

 Safe RV Travel with Children (AAP) 
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 Children in RVs (Safe Ride News) 

 Traveling in RVs with Children (The Car Seat Lady) 

Submitted by James DeCarli, Pro Car Seat Safety (Los Angeles, CA) 

 

Cultural Sensitivity Webinars  

The Mid-Atlantic Public Health Training Center recently offered a series of webinars focused on key topics to 
enhance the cultural awareness of the public health workforce as a whole. 

Here’s how to watch them: 

 Click on the link for the webinar you are interested in watching 

 Log in (you might have to make an account) 

 Click on REGISTER at the bottom of the page 

 You will receive the link to the video and the resource document in the 

registration confirmation email. 

Available webinars: 

 Beyond Competence: Aiming for Cultural Humility 

 Promoting Health Equity: The Role of Community-based Strategies 

 Cultural Barriers to Healthcare: Beliefs, Behaviors, and Perceptions 

 Applying Cultural Awareness for Effective Writing in Public Health Practice 

Want more? Register today for a live webinar on Thursday, October 11, 2018 from 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
EDT, Understanding Bias: A Guide to Working with Caregivers from Other Cultures. 

Note: These webinars do not qualify for a CEU as there is no technical content. It can count toward your 
community education requirement for recertification. 

The Oct. 11 webinar is approved for 1 CHES/MCHES CECH (if you are CHES-certified). 

 

Reminder: Fee Change Effective January 1 

To maintain the excellence of this important program, there will be modest fee increases to go into effect on 
January 1, 2019. 
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REMINDER: 2019 CPS Board Awards Nominations Open 

Each year, the National CPS Board sponsors the CPS Technician and Instructor of the Year Awards. New in 
2019, the NCPSB will also present an award for CPS Team or Organization of the Year! 

These national awards honor the men and women who dedicate their time, passion and skills to help improve 
the safety of children and their caregivers on the road. What Technician and/or Instructor from your area 
demonstrates these qualities? Are you a part of a CPS Team or have an organization within your community 
that is doing great work around child passenger safety?  

Take the time to show them how valuable and appreciated they are by nominating them for one of these 
national awards. The nomination period ends on September 30, 2018. Learn more or submit your nomination 
on the CPS Board website. 

 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Reports 

The National Center for Statistics and Analysis (NCSA), an office of the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, is responsible for providing a wide range of analytical and statistical support to NHTSA and 
the highway safety community at large. 

2016 State Traffic Data Traffic Safety Fact Sheet   

In 2016 there were 37,461 fatalities in the United States (50 states and the District of Columbia, excluding 
Puerto Rico), an increase of six percent from 2015 (35,485). This Fact Sheet describes 2016 traffic fatalities 
and the percent change from 2015 for each State, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. New Mexico, 
Alaska and Hawaii had the greatest fatality increases from 2015 to 2016 at 35 percent, 29 percent and 29 
percent, respectively, while Wyoming and Montana had the greatest decreases at 23 percent and 15 percent, 
respectively. 

Read the report 

Traffic Safety Facts 2016 A Compilation of Motor Vehicle Crash Data from the Fatality 
Analysis Reporting System and the General Estimates System 

NCSA has published the 2016 Traffic Safety Facts FARS/GES annual report which includes exposure data 
(i.e., vehicle miles traveled, registered vehicles, licensed drivers) and other data points. 

Read the report 

 

CEU Resources 

This section provides information on nationally-available continuing education opportunities. We are not able 
to include information on state or local conferences, training or other technical updates if they cannot be made 
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available nationally. This information is provided as a resource only. Events and activities listed here are not 
endorsed by Safe Kids Worldwide unless otherwise noted. 

CPS Express CEU Corner Submissions: Please e-mail the necessary information (in the format below) 
to Kerry Chausmer. 

 

Conferences 

Lifesavers National Conference on Highway Safety Priorities 
Louisville, KY 
March 31 – April 2, 2019 

 

Online Courses 

A variety of webinars are available online and free of charge. Learn more.  

 

Upcoming Webinars 

 Troubleshoot to avoid problems: Run a System Check 

 Can I get credit for watching a webinar with a group?  

 Can I use my smartphone? 

Thinking about being a Lead Instructor? 
Not CEU Eligible. Community Education eligible. 
Thursday, September 20, 2018  
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM EDT 
Register now 

Understanding Bias: A Guide to Working with Caregivers from Other Cultures 
Thursday, October 11, 2019 
2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET 
Register now 

FMVSS 213 Side Impact Standard Discussion  
Thursday, December 13, 2018 
2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET 
Register now 

Car Seat Mfg. Update: Goodbaby Int. Evenflo and Cybex 
Thursday, January 17, 2019 
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm ET 
Register now 
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More webinars coming soon! Updates posted on Facebook. 

 

For Instructors 

New FAQs to Help with Course Management 

 I want to offer a Certification course with the minimum two instructors. I 

know it will be challenging. What tips do you have? 

 I would like to do a 3-Day class, which I understand is the minimum.  Do you 

have any tips to help it run smoothly? 

 

Are you stuck in a rut as an Instructor? Shake things up!! 

How many times have you taught the CPS curriculum and you always teach the same modules with the same 
teaching team? In order to give students the best experience possible, you need to become a well-rounded 
instructor which includes setting up different scenarios, teaching new modules and changing up your teaching 
styles depending on your target audience. Remember, every student learns differently, so one teaching style 
may not work for everyone. 

Many areas have a limited number of instructors (roughly 1,777 nationally) so it may be hard to teach with 
different instructors, but you can change it up by teaching different modules. Recently, I was able teach with a 
group of instructors (shout out to Safe Kids Volusia/Flagler) who I had never taught with before and there was 
a learning curve. Since I had been primarily teaching with the same instructor team for the past 16 years (Safe 
Kids Palm Beach County instructors) I was catching myself saying “this is the way we did it”. Ultimately, it 
was a great week, seeing different teaching styles, teaching methods and even student/instructor interactions. 
Because I was so welcomed into their teaching team, I think all of the instructors were able to pick up on 
different teaching ideas to add to their teaching repertoire. 

So, with the new curriculum coming out in 2019, this will be great time to challenge yourself and shake things 
up by teaching different modules, switch up how you set up scenarios, or by trying an entirely new teaching 
style. I found that teaching in a new environment and with a new teaching team kept me engaged and excited 
about the curriculum and in turn, everyone benefitted. Give it a try! 

Submitted by Debbie Landoskey, Safe Kids Worldwide Quality Assurance (Ormond Beach, 

Fla.) 

 

Questions? Comments? Concerns? 

Safe Kids Worldwide 
CPS Certification  
1255 23rd Street NW, Suite 400  
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Washington, D.C. 20037 
cps.certification@safekids.org 
Phone: 877-366-8154 (toll free)  
Fax: 202-393-2072   

Ideas and Article Submissions 

Advocates and manufacturers are welcome to submit articles, or suggestions for articles, to the CPS Express! 

Send your ideas and submissions to kchausmer@safekids.org. 

All submissions may be edited for content and length. 
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Procedures 

Manual 
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Customer Service 

Survey 

  Contact Us 
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